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Where can I find the information to start developing?

I want to build an accounting software integration

Accounting software integration flow chart

We have developed the iCompleat API package to provide you with instant access to your iCompleat 
company data. This data ranges from the user, tenant, supplier, transaction, & coding information. Our 
extensive API Reference Index provides all the tools you need to fulfill your digital finance solution.

You can review the iCompleat Help Centre guide for Getting Started with the iCompleat API.

The iCompleat API provides the tools for a connection to be built between iCompleat & any compatible 
accounting software for the posting & retrieval of data related to the AP process.

The API package allows for a replication of the standard iCompleat data cache (detailed in the 
integration flow chart below).

iCompleat will post approved orders, invoices, credit notes, & receipts to a designated endpoint.

This designated endpoint must be available 24/7 (please note that these transactions can be sent to 
different endpoints if required).

Each iCompleat partner/ third-party developer/ customer is required to maintain the integrity of the 
end user’s accounting software data that iCompleat will retrieve. The integration should be configured 
to update iCompleat regularly on a schedule with this information (to allow any new account codes/
suppliers etc. added in the end user’s accounting software).
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https://support.icompleat.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360013920420-Getting-started-with-iCompleat-API#h_01F9KFF9B8NWH34TSZFDQNYAM1
https://support.icompleat.com/hc/en-gb/articles/360013920420-Getting-started-with-iCompleat-API
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I want to integrate transactions

The iCompleat API provides the tools for a connection to be built between iCompleat & any compatible 
accounting software or other third-party application for the posting & retrieval of transactional data. 

There are two API packages that support this process (detailed in the integration flow charts below). 

1. iCompleat will post approved transaction data and coding to a designated endpoint for 
transactions raised in iCompleat.  
 
Note: This designated endpoint must be available 24/7.  

For posting transactions made in iCompleat

For posting transactions externally of iCompleat
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2. iCompleat will accept transactions raised externally of iCompleat (a minimum of header & line 
information required) pushed to iCompleat as either a draft or as fully approved, via an integration 
developed by a partner/ third-party developer/ customer.
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Transactions raised & pushed into iCompleat as drafts can be submitted through the iCompleat 
approval workflow & sent automatically via email to the supplier upon final approval (providing the 
supplier is known within iCompleat). 

Transactions can be raised & pushed into iCompleat with or without accounting software analysis 
coding. 

Security

All data is processed using a secret token ID element to prove that the data communicated is trusted. 
iCompleat will auto-generate a confidential token ID, but the customer/developer can enter their own if 
preferred. 

iCompleat commits to maintaining & enhancing the API packages. However, the development, 
maintenance & support of any available integration created using this service, is the responsibility of 
the iCompleat partner/third-party developer/customer. 

Note: These API packages do not interfere & are not limited to any existing accounting software 
integration utilized, whether it be a standard out-of-the-box integration, Universal Connector, or an API-
powered accounting software integration. 
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Compleat-ly social

Contact Compleat here... 

www.compleatsoftware.com/about/contact-us
https://www.facebook.com/CompleatP2P/
https://twitter.com/compleatp2p
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBHrVWn7hW3bimt1RIHVBJg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/compleat-software-ltd/
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